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Friction Damper Optimization:
Simulation of Rainbow Tests
Friction dampers have been used to reduce turbine blade vibration levels for a cons
able period of time. However, optimal design of these dampers has been quite difficu
both to a lack of adequate theoretical predictions and to difficulties in conducting reli
experiments. One of the difficulties of damper weight optimization via the experim
route has been the inevitable effects of mistuning. Also, conducting separate exper
for different damper weights involves excessive cost. Therefore, current practice i
turbomachinery industry has been to conduct so-called ‘‘rainbow tests’’ where fric
dampers with different weights are placed between blades with a predefined configur
However, it has been observed that some rainbow test results have been diffic
interpret and have been inconclusive for determining the optimum damper weight
given bladed-disk assembly. A new method of analysis—a combination of the har
balance method and structural modification approaches—is presented in this pape
the analysis of structures with friction interfaces and the method is applied to searc
qualitative answers about the so-called ‘‘rainbow tests’’ in turbomachinery applicatio
A simple lumped-parameter model of a bladed-disk model was used and different d
weights were modeled using friction elements with different characteristics. Reson
response levels were obtained for bladed disks with various numbers of blades
various engine-order excitations. It was found that rainbow tests, where friction dam
with different weights are used on the same bladed-disk assembly, can be used to fi
optimum damper weight if the mode of vibration concerned has weak blade-to-b
coupling (the case where the disk is almost rigid and blades vibrate almost independ
from each other). Otherwise, it is very difficult to draw any reliable conclusion from s
expensive experiments.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1391278#
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1 Introduction
Friction dampers have been widely used in turbomachinery

plications for a considerable period of time in order to provi
mechanical damping to reduce resonance stresses. A typical a
cation of the dry friction damping concept in gas turbines is
so-called ‘‘friction damper,’’ or underplatform damper, which
loaded by centrifugal force against the underside of the platfo
of two adjacent blades. The main design criterion for such da
ers is to determine the optimum damper mass for a given confi
ration in order to reduce the dynamic stresses by the maxim
possible extent. If the damper mass is too small, the friction fo
will not be large enough to dissipate sufficient energy. On
other hand, if the damper mass is too large, it will ‘‘stick,’’ limit
ing the relative motion across the interface and thus the amou
energy dissipation. In both cases, the friction damper will be
efficient and between these two extremes there is an optim
mass.

Although a substantial effort has been devoted to understa
ing, modeling, and optimization of friction dampers for turbom
chinery applications including:~i! modeling the basic contac
characteristics, usually in the form of friction force-displaceme
hysteresis loops~@1–6#!, ~ii ! modeling the friction damper ele
ment incorporating the basic contact characteristics~@7–9#! in ~i!,
and~iii ! developing analysis methods and application of these
friction damper optimization in practice~@10–15#!. Although sig-
nificant advances have been made in all these three categorie
still difficult to rely on computer-based predictions alone for a
sessing the response amplitude of turbomachinery blading an
optimizing the friction interfaces. This is due mainly to th

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute~IGTI! of THE AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERSfor publication in the ASME JOURNAL OF
ENGINEERING FOR GAS TURBINES AND POWER. Paper presented at the Intern
tional Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Indianapolis, IN,
7–10, 1999; ASME Paper 99-GT-336. Manuscript received by IGTI Oct. 1998; fi
revision received by the ASME Headquarters Mar. 1999. Associate Editor: D. Wi
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marked nonlinearity of the contact mechanisms and the uncer
ties of the actual dynamic forces acting on the blades. This si
tion has led the aero-engine manufacturers to rely mainly on
vious experience and empirical data obtained from eit
simplified test rigs comprising a single or group of blades, or fro
more realistic, albeit more expensive, spin tests using a comp
bladed-disk assembly which includes most of the important f
tors. Although most current research is focussed on valida
theoretical models and methods so as to minimize these expen
experiments it is still common practice to carry out spin tests
complete bladed-disk assemblies in order to assess the effec
ness of the underplatform dampers. Conducting separate spin
for different damper weights is, however, rarely employed in
dustry, due to excessive costs. Instead, so-called rainbow test
adopted, where friction dampers with different weights are pla
between adjacent blades with a predefined configuration as s
matically illustrated in Fig. 1 for a special case of three differe
types of damper being installed. The experimental route, howe
also has numerous difficulties in conducting reliable fricti
damping tests. More often than not, results obtained from s
experiments have proven to be inconclusive for determining
optimum damper weight for a given bladed-disk assembly. One
the difficulties of damper weight optimization via the experime
tal route has been the inevitable effects of mistuning~@16–21#!.
There are mainly two problems associated with mistuning dur
damper optimization:~i! the difficulty of distinguishing the effect
of mistuning from that of the dampers and~ii ! in general, not
being able to instrument every blade on an assembly, wh
makes it very likely that the maximum response levels exp
enced by a single blade will not be detected. Some recent m
surement techniques using noncontact measurement system
low ~in principle! monitoring all the blades on a bladed-dis
assembly although the interpretation of the results is also h
pered by mistuning effects~@19#!. Most of the research publishe
in the literature is focussed on investigating the effects of stiffn
and mass mistuning, resulting in variations of individual bla

-
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nal
ler.
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frequencies, some including the effect of uniform dry frictio
~@22#!. One of the conclusions of@22# is that friction damped
systems are more prone to localized vibrations. A number of
searchers have also studied the effect of damping variations w
all the blades within a bladed-disk are damped~@23,24#!.

A recent study~@25#! investigated, using a linear analysis a
proach, whether accurate damping measurements for a si
blade could be obtained by testing a bladed-disk with only a f
blades damped. This paper is an extension of@25# and it seeks to
identify those circumstances under which rainbow tests can
used for determining the optimum damping condition. Furth
more, it tries to establish how many blades need to be ins
mented in such tests. The additional important and unique feat
of this paper are~i! the friction dampers are modeled as nonline
friction elements, the analysis procedure being based on the
monic balance method and~ii ! a method based on the structur
modification approach is used in conjunction with the harmo
balance method to analyze structures with friction interfac
efficiently.

2 Model Description
The lumped-parameter model used in this study is a variation

the bladed-disk model originally proposed by Dye and Hen
@26#, as shown in Fig. 2. A single mass~m! is used to model the
blade while the other mass (Md) represents the effective mass
the platform location and includes the sectorial mass of the dis
well as a proportion of the blade’s mass. The dashpot attac
between ground and the blade mass represents aerodyn
damping. The flexibility of the blade and the disk are also

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of ‘‘rainbow’’ tests

Fig. 2 Bladed-disk model with friction elements
Journal of Engineering for Gas Turbines and Power
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cluded and friction dampers are introduced between the lum
masses,Md , indicated by a crossed box. The current frictio
dampers in practice are usually wedged shaped and their vibra
characteristics are much more complicated than the simple
dimensional damper model used here presented here. This si
model is, however, considered appropriate for the objective of
paper. A realistic model for wedge-shaped dampers, which
based on both measurements and theory, is addressed in@27#. The
system shown in Fig. 2 can be described by the familiar equa
as

@M #$q̈%1@C#$q̇%1@K#$q%5$ f ~ t !%1$r ~ t !% (1)

whereM, C, K are the mass, viscous damping, and stiffness m
trices; andf (t) andr (t) are the external and friction forces due
damping, respectively. Assuming harmonic motion leads to
well-known counterpart of Eq.~1!, as

~@K#1 iv@C#2v2@M # !$Q%5$F%1$R% (2)

wherev is the frequency and$F% and $R% are the Fourier Trans-
forms of f (t) andr (t), respectively. The external forcing consid
ered here,$F% is of the engine-order type, its magnitude bein
unity as in@25#, applied to the blade coordinates only while$R%
represents the first harmonic components of the resulting fric
forces which are applied to the platform coordinates.

3 Analysis Method
The new analysis method proposed in this paper is a comb

tion of the harmonic balance method and a structural modifica
approach. These two approaches, and how to combine them fo
efficient analysis tool to analyze structures, are described be
The solution algorithm adopted in the frequency domain is ba
on finding the response amplitudes iteratively, the starting po
being the response levels of the underlying linear system.
behavior of the friction dampers is analyzed at a given relat
response amplitude between the damper connection points an
individual dampers are represented as equivalent complex s
nesses, representing both restoring and energy dissipation ch
ters. The equivalent complex stiffnesses are then added to

Fig. 3 „a… One-dimensional friction damper model, „b… force-
displacement model of macroslip model
OCTOBER 2001, Vol. 123 Õ 931
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Fig. 4 Natural frequencies of the first and second family modes
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otherwise linear system and the response levels of the mod
system are calculated again, the procedure being repeated
convergence is achieved.

The following subsections are describing these two stage
representing a friction damper as a complex stiffness at a g
relative response amplitude and—modifying the otherwise lin
system to include frictional effects.

3.1 Harmonic Balance Approach. The friction damper el-
ement indicated by a crossed box in Fig. 2 is in fact a simplifi
representation of the situation depicted in Fig. 3~a! where two
surfaces rub against each other along a line, parts I and II, re
senting the platforms of the neighboring blades. The macro-
friction model of Fig. 3~b! has been used extensively in the ana
sis of various nonlinear systems and it will also be used in
paper although real contact characteristics can be quite diffe
than that of macro-slip model~@6#!. It should be noted, however
that the analysis method in this paper is equally applicable to
other type of hysteresis loop model.

In the traditional analysis of structures with friction joints, th
nonlinear friction forces are calculated in an iterative fashion a
are usually considered as external forces. As in@9,15# this paper
converts these forces into amplitude~and phase!-dependent
equivalent stiffness parameters for CPU reduction as well as
merical stability.

Now, let us consider the nonlinear force-displacement relati
ship of a friction damper element, denoted byTj in Fig. 2. As
mentioned earlier, the characterization of the damper is carried
at a given relative displacement as

Zj5Yj 112Yj (3)

whereYj 11 andYj are complex quantities representing the pl
forms of neighboring blades.Zj is also a complex quantity whos
motion for a cycle can be described more explicitly as

zj~ t !5uZj ucos~vt1f j !5uZj ucos~u j ! (4)

wheref j is the phase angle andu j5vt1f j . Now, let us con-
sider the nonlinear force-displacement relationship of a frict
damper, acting between coordinatesyj 11 and yj , given by ~the
subscripts will be omitted for clarity!

R5R~z! (5)
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whereR is the friction force acting between the neighboring pla
forms. Then, the linearized stiffness coefficient, or the describ
function of friction element,keq* , can be written as~@9#!

keq* ~Z!5keq
r ~Z!1 ikeq

i ~Z! (6)

wherekeq
r andkeq

i are the amplitude-dependent real and imagin
parts of the equivalent stiffness, respectively, as given by

keq
r 5

1

puZu E0

2p

R~ uZucos~u!!cos~u!du (7a)

keq
i 5

21

puZu E0

2p

R~ uZucos~u!!sin~u!du. (7b)

If the system is tuned and the friction dampers are identical,
blades will experience the same level of vibration and the equ
lent complex stiffness would be the same for all the friction dam
ers. However, friction dampers with different characteristics w
result in blades having different vibration levels and these will,
turn, result in individual dampers having different equivalent st
ness parameters.

3.2 An Efficient Analysis Method for Structures With
Friction Joints. The so-called Sherman-Morrison formula h
already been proposed in the literature~@28#! to calculate the fre-
quency response of a~linear! modified structure. It is shown in
@28# that the Sherman-Morrison identity allows a direct inversi
of the modified matrix efficiently using the data related to t
initial matrix and to the modification. A brief summary of th
Sherman-Morrison formula is appropriate here.

Let @A#21 be the inverse of a nonsingular square matrix,@A#. If
the inverse of a modified matrix,@A8#21, is needed where@A8# is
of the form

Table 1 Linear structural parameters

1

2p
Ak/m51033.7 Hz

AKd /Md

Ak/m
52.3

k52.109 MN/m Kd540.17 MN/m
kg563.9 N/m c53.247 Ns/m
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 5 Tuned response levels for various friction limits
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@A8#5@A#1$u%$v%T, (8)

it can be calculated using the Sherman-Morrison formula as

@A8#215@A#212
~@A#21$u%!~$v%T@A#21!

11l
(9)

where

l5$v%T@A#21$u%. (10)

It should be noted that if@A#21 is known, Eq.~9! does not
require any further matrix inversion to find the inverse of@A8#21.
The generalization of Eq.~9! is also available and is known a
Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula which considers a mod
cation as a product of two rectangular matrices such as@U#
3@V#T. A more detailed coverage of this approach and the
merical aspects are discussed in@29#.

The aim of this paper is quite different in the sense that
purpose of the analysis is to calculate the nonlinear response
for Gas Turbines and Power
s
ifi-

u-

he
lev-

els of structures with localized nonlinearities rather than the lin
modification analysis as reported in the above literature. T
analysis method presented here treats the linear and the nonl
parts of a structure separately, the linear part being the struc
excluding the nonlinear parts. The nonlinear part is considere
a linearized modification to the original system, the lineariz
parameters being obtained using the harmonic balance metho
described in the previous section. Suppose that the linear struc
is given by its dynamic stiffness matrix@Z# and its frequency
response function matrix@a#, @a#5@Z#21, and the modification
matrix to be made to@Z# is @D#. The dynamic stiffness matrix o
the modified system@Z8# can then be written as

@Z8#5@Z#1@D#. (11)

If the modification matrix is written of the form

@D#5$u%$v%T, (12)

the FRF matrix of the modified system@b# can be computed from
Fig. 6 Distribution of friction dampers
OCTOBER 2001, Vol. 123 Õ 933
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Fig. 7 „a… Blades’ response levels versus excitation frequency „NÄ12, EO
Ä1…; „b… blades’ maximum response levels with friction dampers „NÄ12,
EOÄ1…
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@b#5@Z8#215@a#2
~@a#$u%!~$v%T@a#!

11$v%T@a#$u%
(13)

which allows the FRF matrix of the modified system to be cal
lated without any matrix inversion. It should be noted that if t
total modification matrix@D# cannot be written as a multiplicatio
of two vectors as in Eq.~12!, it can be decomposed into severa
sayp, modification matrices, such as

@D#5@D1#1@D2#1@D3#1 . . . 1@Dp# (14)

where@D i #5$ui%$v i%
T. This allows the FRF of the system to b

calculated by considering each@D i # individually.
It is also possible that the solutions can be obtained very e

ciently at active coordinates only, active coordinates being
nonlinear coordinates, excitation coordinates, and the other c
dinates where the response levels are needed. This approac
lows local solutions to be obtained no matter how large the wh
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model is, as addressed in@27# including the application of this
method to realistic turbine blades with friction dampers and v
dation of the predictions by experiments.

4 Analysis and Results
As the primary objective of this work is to investigate qualit

tive aspects of rainbow tests and to demonstrate the new ana
procedure, it was convenient to keep the number of blades rea
ably small. Therefore, the bladed-disk system studied here ha
blades, although a case with 24 blades is also studied in orde
investigate the effect of varying the number of blades. Howev
the blade-to-blade coupling ratio was selected such that
bladed-disk studied here had a similar first family characteri
~see Fig. 4! to that of a realistic turbine stage. The correspond
linear structural parameters are listed in Table 1.

Having determined the linear structural model, the next s
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 8 „a… Blades’ response levels versus excitation frequency „NÄ12, EO
Ä2…; „b… blades’ maximum response levels with friction dampers „NÄ12,
EOÄ2…
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was to determine the parameters for the friction dampers. Ma
slip elements were selected to simulate friction dampers sinc
was easier to relate friction limits to damper weights. The con
stiffness of the macro-slip element was assumed to be the s
for all dampers, and was chosen to give a clear natural freque
shift between slipping and sticking cases. A typical response
is illustrated in Fig. 5~free-slipping curve! for a tuned 12-bladed
disk subjected to a first engine order~1EO! excitation~referring to
Fig. 4, this particular mode of vibration can be classified a
mode with relatively strong blade-to-blade coupling!. It is worth
here to emphasize the definition of weak and strong blade
blade coupling used in this paper as some researchers us
same terminology for different meanings. The authors of this
per prefer to use the definition of ‘‘weak blade-to-blade couplin
for those cases where the disk is almost rigid and the assem
natural frequencies approach the cantilevered blade alone
quency~i.e., the stiffer the disk, the weaker the coupling hen
zero coupling means rigid disk!. Strong blade-to-blade coupling
for Gas Turbines and Power
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on the other hand, refers to the other extreme where the dis
quite flexible. One way of quantifying the degree of couplin
strength is to define a coupling ratioCR, CR5(1
2(vas /vn)2), wherevas is the tuned bladed-disk assembly fr
quency for a given nodal diameter mode of vibration andvn is the
blade alone cantilever frequency.

The corresponding response levels of the tuned system w
calculated for various friction limits~normal load times friction
coefficient! in order to determine the optimum damper frictio
limit which is directly related to optimum damper weight. Th
analysis was done using a dedicated program based on the a
sis procedure summarized in the previous section. It should
stressed that knowing the optimum friction damper beforehan
an essential part of this simulation since the rest of the study a
to determine whether the forced response levels of the blades
different friction dampers can be used to identify this known o
OCTOBER 2001, Vol. 123 Õ 935
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Fig. 9 „a… Blades’ response levels versus excitation frequency „NÄ12, EO
Ä4…; „b… blades’ maximum response levels with friction dampers „NÄ12,
EOÄ4…
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timum damper. The tuned system response amplitudes for
cases of the optimum damper weight, half of the optimum a
twice the optimum, are illustrated in Fig. 5.

A particular rainbow test configuration studied here is illu
trated in Fig. 6. It is seen that there are three different size
damper around the disk: optimum, half optimum, and twice
optimum in terms of damper weight. It should also be noted t
some blades do not have any dampers at all. This type of sim
tion is quite representative of the actual tests in practice as
common during this sort of test to install relatively heavy, norm
and light dampers so as to determine which one will produce
maximum damping. It should be stressed that the optim
damper in this simulation is known beforehand, the whole ide
to examine whether the measured results can identify this fac

As can be seen in Fig. 6, the dampers are identified as ‘
Damper,’’ ‘‘0.53Optimum,’’ ‘‘Optimum,’’ and ‘‘23Optimum’’
and this convention will be used throughout the rest of the plots
that results are presented in a consistent manner.
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Most of the results were obtained for a 12-bladed disk, a typ
set of results being illustrated in Fig. 7~a! for 1 engine-order
~1EO! excitation. It is seen that the response levels of those bla
with optimum dampers do not give any indication that tho
blades are the ones with optimum friction dampers~the maximum
response levels of those blades with optimum dampers are id
fied by marks along the vertical axis in Fig. 7~a! and in other
similar plots!. The maximum response levels of individual blad
in Fig. 7~a! were found and the results are presented in Fig. 7~b!
~the maximum response levels were normalized to the tu
maximum response level with optimum friction damper!. It is
clear that there is no correlation between response amplitude
the damper weight but there is a strong suggestion that the m
mum response amplitudes are determined by the mode s
rather than the distribution of dampers around the disk for t
particular case.

A similar analysis was performed for the same bladed-disk
sembly under different EO excitations. Each time, the optim
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 10 „a… Blades’ response levels versus excitation frequency „NÄ12, EO
Ä6…; „b… blades’ maximum response levels with friction dampers „NÄ12,
EOÄ6…
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damper weight was determined by analysing the tuned sys
under various friction limit conditions~different damper weights!,
and the response levels of the blades corresponding to the fric
damper distribution, as shown in Fig. 5, were determined. T
results, similar to those in Fig. 7, are presented in Figs. 8–10,
difference being the order of the EO excitation. Inspection
these figures~Figs. 7 to 10! reveals that there is no relationsh
between blade response levels and the damper weights for low
excitations. However, as the order of the excitation increases~see
Figs. 9 and 10!, a pattern starts to emerge, showing that tho
blades with optimum friction dampers tend to experience m
mum response levels. It should be noted that a specified EO
citation predominantly excites the corresponding nodal diam
modes and blade-to-blade coupling decreases with increa
nodal diameter mode of vibration. Therefore, the argument ab
in terms of EO can be equally valid in terms of nodal diame
mode of vibration, or corresponding strength of blade-to-bla
coupling.
for Gas Turbines and Power
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So far, all the results presented here were for 12-bladed
under various EO excitations. Similar calculations were also p
formed for a 24-bladed disk under 2EO and 12EO excitations
as to verify that the previous findings are not specific to the p
ticular bladed disk studied here. Results presented in Fig. 11 f
support the findings from the 12-blade disk study. This is n
surprising since there are very strong indications that the unde
ing parameter for forced vibration characteristics of a bladed d
is the coupling between the disk and the blade rather than num
of blades or the order of the excitation alone~@21#!.

All the findings in this study suggest that rainbow tests, wh
friction dampers with different weights are used on the sa
bladed-disk assembly, can be used to find the optimum dam
weight if and only if the mode of vibration concerned has ve
weak blade-to-blade coupling~the case where the disk is almo
rigid and blades vibrate almost independently from each oth!.
Otherwise, it seems that it may be very difficult to draw a
reliable conclusion form such expensive experiments. It is in
OCTOBER 2001, Vol. 123 Õ 937
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Fig. 11 „a… Blades’ maximum response levels with friction dampers „NÄ24,
EOÄ2…; „b… blades’ maximum response levels with friction dampers „NÄ24,
EOÄ12…
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esting to note that the nonlinear analysis method here yielded
same conclusion as that of@25# even though their simulation wa
based on a linear analysis.

Another important qualitative finding of this study is related
the number of blades that will require instrumenting in such
periments. The response levels of all the blades were assum
be ‘‘measured’’ in this simulation in order to identify the cond
tions where rainbow tests can and cannot produce satisfac
results. In practice, however, it is hardly possible to monitor
the blades around the disk, especially for disks with large num
of blades. The results presented in this paper also give some g
as to which and how many blades need instrumentation. Ins
tion of all the results suggest that at least one blade from e
group needs to be instrumented although instrumenting two bla
from each group is expected to yield a more reliable assessme
the results. Furthermore, it is better to instrument those bla
which are close to the middle of a group of dampers around
circumference. It is expected, however, that this finding may
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be applicable to other situations where the distribution of damp
are quite different than what is examined here, nor for those ca
where the effect of other sources of mistuning is stronger than
provided by the friction dampers.

It is worth restating here that the mistuning due to the diff
ences between blades’ mechanical properties are deliberately
cluded from the study reported in this paper. The main reason
this exclusion was to establish an upper limit of what to exp
from rainbow test results under idealistic conditions. It is, ho
ever, necessary to include these effects in order to make m
realistic assessment of such expensive tests as the additional
tuning effects are inevitable in practical tests. It is quite likely th
the results of a rainbow test may not indicate the optimum dam
weight, even for lightly coupled bladed disks, when the additio
mistuning level exceeds a certain threshold. The simulation of
situation requires a better damper model as well as more rea
~empirical! contact parameters for the friction dampers, so that
Transactions of the ASME
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relative importance of the nonlinear damping and blade-al
mistuning can be identified and their effects can be distinguis
from each other.

5 Conclusions
A new method has been presented for the analysis of struct

with friction interfaces. This method is a combination of the h
monic balance method and a structural modification approach
is based on modifying the otherwise-linear structure with
amplitude-dependent equivalent complex stiffness represen
both restoring and energy dissipation characteristics of joints.

This method of analysis has been applied to investig
whether, and under which conditions, the so-called ‘‘rainbo
tests can be used for damper optimization purposes in turbo
chinery applications. Results of the rainbow-test simulation p
sented in this paper suggest that these tests can be used to
mine the optimum damper weight only if there is a weak bla
to-blade coupling for the mode of vibration concerned. It has a
been found that instrumenting two blades from each group
dampers is expected to yield reliable assessment of the re
when other sources of mistuning are negligible.

Although the results of this investigation have established
condition when rainbow tests can be used to identify optim
damper weight, a more detailed and representative analysis
to be carried out in order to establish the effect of additio
mistuning present in these tests.
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